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In fashion, the clothes may make the woman, but makeup is the 

essential factor that brings it all together. While many beauty looks 

may have high-fashion status, they can be modified for students 

looking to change up their typical makeup routine. Here are four 

runway looks that can be easily duplicated with similar makeup  

found at your local drugstore.  (continued on next page) 

Beauty Tips –
From Catwalk to Campus
Written by Bianca Gracie / Photos by Alisha Keshavjee / Makeup by Erin Harris



For the Cushnie et Ochs Spring 2013 show, the models sported a 
clean, dewy look. The makeup was fresh and a little flirty with a flick of 
black eyeliner. As an added bonus, makeup artist Charlotte Willer used 
only Maybelline products that are found in stores on the models. 

This look can be easily translated to an everyday look, whether you 
have a full day of classes or are going to a quick lunch with friends. The 
overall look is simple, but the subdued cat eye adds some playfulness. 
Use Maybelline’s Dream Fresh BB Cream ($7.19) as a base to even out skin 
tone, then add the Master Drama gel liner ($6.39) to help create an even 
cat eye. Dab a bit of Eye Studio Cream Gel Shadow in Silver Strike ($5.59) to 
widen your eyes, making you look well-rested even if you were up all 
night cramming for an exam. The Falsies Volume Express mascara ($7.49) 
and the Baby Lips lip balm ($3.99) finish off the look.

For Diane Von Furstenberg’s Fall 2013 fashion show, 
makeup artist James Kaliardos made the lips the 
focal point, keeping the rest of the face matte and 
neutral. The end result: ‘70s glam rock. 

If you’re going on a first date, red lips can be a 
bit bold, but the tulip-colored lip is a modern and 
youthful twist on a classic red. To get the look, try 
N.Y.C. Ultra Moist Lipwear in Blossom ($1.59). This pink 
lipstick gives the perfect punch of color without 
overwhelming your date. Top off the look with Wet N’ 
Wild’s Perfect Pair Eye Wand in Java-Champagne ($3.19) 
and a few coats of N.YC. Big Bold Ultra Volumizing 
Mascara in Extreme Black ($3.59).

A Sweet Date

For Everyday

Models: (Left to Right)
Veronika Komarkova, Brandi Stawicki
Gabrielle Chapman, Tara Armour 
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The makeup at Christian Dior shows is a good source of inspiration for 
those who like to experiment with bold colors and interesting beauty 
techniques. At the luxury house’s Spring 2013 fashion show, the focus 
was on the eyes, glossed over with bright Easter egg-like colors. 
Make-up artist Pat McGrath placed colored Swarovski crystals around 
the borders of the models’ eyes, which completed the daring look. 

CoverGirl’s Intense ShadowBlast in Extreme Green ($6.79) is heavily 
pigmented for a dramatic and long-lasting effect. Place Kiss Nail Artist 
Stickers ($2.99) around the rims of your eyes for a little glamour. The 
stickers achieve the Swarovski crystal sparkle, at a decidedly more 
affordable price.

Take It to the Extreme

A Night on the Town

Smoky eyes are a signature look for a fun night of 
dancing, but makeup artist Diane Kendal ramped up 
the look at Thakoon’s Fall 2013 show by switching 
the standard black eye shadow for navy and adding a 
touch of sparkle.

Maybelline’s Eye Studio cream gel eye shadow in Electric 
Blue ($5.59) is the perfect color to mimic Kendal’s 
smoldering midnight blue. The gold flecks in N.Y.C.’s 
Sparkle Eye Dust in Amber Glitz ($2.99) elevate the sultry 
look, making you party-ready in just one sweep. 
Keep lips simple by using a nude gloss like L’Oreal’s 
Colour Riche Gloss in Baby Blossom ($7.95). 
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